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Introduction



India: a big country with 
a enormous population 

● Size: 3.287.000 km²
● Population: 1,324 bi



Growth patterns

Brazil

‘‘Cepalist’’

India

‘‘Socialist’’

South-Korea

State-capitalism



The chapter 
focuses on...

the analysis of political 
determinants concerning 
economic performance in a 
fragmented-multiclass state



The chapter 
focuses on...

point the lack of state 
capacity to guide social and 
economic change in a 
fragmented society as the 
main factor

A highly hierarchy society and 
well organized, the castas 
system that rule in India before 
england, another idea of what 
means to be part of society



The chapter 
focuses on...

overcome the simplicist 
argument of a development 
led by a neo-liberal 
approach 

The castas system is not a 
just a hierarchy, it is a 
phenomenon that cuts 
india's society itself, 

regulating all social relations 
in a transverse way. 

HOMUS HIERARCHICUS



Three chronological phases

1 32
1950-64 Nehru's 

period 

State-development; 
Guide economy;
Steady growth 

1965-80 Indira 
Gandhi's 

period 

Left-wing rhetoric; 
Sluggish economic 

growth; 
Deinstitutionalization

1980-til now 

Down of populism;
Supportive 
Regulation;

Growth oriented



1950-64 Nehru's period 

● Socialism
● Democracy
● State-development
● Steady growth
● Slow industrialization 





India’s condition 
Recent independence
Countryside population
Relations between 
serve-lord



Nehru politics
● Protectionism
● Poor investment in 
● primary education and 

public health
● Agriculture in a 

secondary position 
● Infrastructure projects 



Results
Steady economic growth
Small industrialization
Little competitivity indigenous industry
Iron industry and textile industry relative strong

 



1965-80 Gandhi's period 



Indira Nehru 
Gandhi

● Prime-Minister of India from 1966 to 
1977, then 1980 until her assassination in 
1984;

● Daughter of Jawaharlal Nehru;
● Initially thought to be a puppet of the INC, 

she proved to be one of the most 
influential leaders in modern Indian 
history;

● Lagging economic growth.



Political 
context

● Patronage model conducted by the Nehru 
administration wore off: parliamentary 
elections started to generate smaller 
majorities;

Indira’s solution:

➔ Hard political discourse shift to the left;
➔ Populist political program based on poverty 

alleviation and opposition to the dominant 
classes;

➔ Administration “obsessed” with politics;
➔ Consequence: further decentralization and 

deinstitutionalization of government.



Bureaucratic and 
political changes

● Large size increase -> 4x increase 
in IAS size between 1950 and 
1983, and 2.5x times in overall 
public service;

● Selection criteria deteriorated and 
more weight was given to political 
connections;

● Resources were channeled to 
political allies and in the form of 
subsidies.





Agriculture policy

● Mixed results
➔ Following food crisis in the 60s, the Indian “Green Revolution” was 

allowed by the consolidation of production in certain regions;
➔ Investments were focused in the provision of seeds and fertilizer to areas 

where irrigation was assured, like Punjab, and price supports provided to 
production;

➔ Land reform was more emphatically implemented;



Industrial policy
● Decline in investments: deceleration of´public and corporate investment;
● Why?

➔ Straining government revenues;
➔ Growing expenditures in other areas.

● Consequences:
➔ Infrastructure bottleneck;
➔ Decreased production in critical industries, like steel.

● Other reasons: poor demand, balance of payments problems and price 
controls.



International scenario
● Indira also pushed India away from the West and the 

trends at the time, keeping its import substitution 
regime and therefore hurting potential growth.



1980-til now 
The shift in India's 

development strategy



Heterogeneous political society

After Indira Gandhi's death, the 
lower classes devolved into 
irresponsible populism that 
hurts both economic growth 
and redistribution 

The fragmented-multiclass state 
unfolds to dispute 3 main paths

1. Maintaining past strategies (Nehru + 
Gandhi)

2. Forging new caste coalitions

3. Enhancing Hindu nationalism 



Political Vacuum 

The lack of cohesion open 
space for the widespread of 
Hindu nationalism political 
organizations, centred on 
the rise of caste-based 
parties as key state-level 
political mediators in north 
India. 



The rise of Bharatiya 
Janata Party

- Right religious nationalist
- Major opposition on Congress
- Inspired by European fascist movements

Proposed to unite India's Hindu 
religious majority into a nationalist 
political bloc



"Nehru Ji's approach was not all 
that successful. Indira Ji was never 
sincere. What else can we do now?"

Atal Bihari Vajpayee, former India's prime minister



Complex democratic model

Slowly Indian started to embrace a 
more pro-business approach to 
its development problems, once 
neither state-led economic growth 
nor efforts on economic 
redistribution proved to be 
successful in the current 
arrangements. 

Liberalizing paradox 

The statism provided a framework 
for the rise of the capitalist 
economy in India. Besides that, the 
liberalizing trend is consistent with the 
dominant interests both in India and 
abroad.  



The lack of cohesion of the 
multiclass state made the 
political leadership bowed to the 
pressure of the globalized 
hegemonic market. 

The backbone of the Indian's problem  

regulations & licensing 

import duties

exports

industrial & software tech parks

communication infrastructure



- Unsustainable coalitions
- Bargaining political support 
- Difficulty to collect new taxes
- Borrowings 
- 1991 Crisis of debt 

Public money management

The locus of growth shifted to exports of 
information technology, founding a niche 
of it  in the global market.

The shift here lays on the type of 
state-led intervention, generally 
more supportive than regulatory, 
but still an interventionist model.

private sector investments 



“While champions of liberalization may see all 
these measures as evidence of a growing free 
market in India, it remains the case that India’s 
state is still heavily interventionist and that the 

Indian economy is still relatively closed to 
external goods, finance, and investors. The 
policy trend is thus better interpreted as a 

rightward drift in which the embrace of state and 
business continues to grow warmer, leaving 

many others out in the cold.”

Kohli, pg. 136



Nowadays...
Caste and politics continue to 
collide, sometimes violently, in 
a cyclical struggle for power. 
Hindu nationalists aim to 
assert their dominance over 
India







Thank you :)


